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Abstract
The implementation of the algebraic Bethe ansatz for the XXZ Heisenberg spin chain in the case, when 
both reflection matrices have the upper-triangular form is analyzed. The general form of the Bethe vectors 
is studied. In the particular form, Bethe vectors admit the recurrent procedure, with an appropriate modi-
fication, used previously in the case of the XXX Heisenberg chain. As expected, these Bethe vectors yield 
the strikingly simple expression for the off-shell action of the transfer matrix of the chain as well as the 
spectrum of the transfer matrix and the corresponding Bethe equations. As in the XXX case, the so-called 
quasi-classical limit gives the off-shell action of the generating function of the corresponding trigonometric 
Gaudin Hamiltonians with boundary terms.
© 2017 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
1. Introduction
The quantum inverse scattering method (QISM) is an approach to construct and solve quan-
tum integrable systems [1–3]. In the framework of the QISM the algebraic Bethe ansatz is a 
powerful algebraic approach, which yields the spectrum and corresponding eigenstates for the 
systems for which highest weight type representations are relevant, like for example quantum 
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boundary conditions, has been studied by the algebraic Bethe ansatz [1,3], including the ques-
tion of completeness and simplicity of the spectrum [5].
A way to introduce non-periodic boundary conditions compatible with the integrability of 
one-dimensional solvable quantum systems was developed in [6]. The boundary conditions are 
expressed in the form of the left and right reflection matrices. The compatibility conditions be-
tween the bulk and the boundary of the system take the form of the so-called reflection equation, 
at the left site, and the dual reflection equation, at the right site of the system. The matrix form 
of the exchange relations between the entries of the Sklyanin monodromy matrix is analogous to 
the reflection equation. Together with the dual reflection equation they yield the commutativity 
of the open transfer matrix [6–8].
There is a renewed interest in applying the algebraic Bethe ansatz to the open XXX and XXZ 
chains with non-periodic boundary conditions compatible with the integrability of the systems 
[9–17]. Other approaches include the Bethe ansatz based on the functional relation between the 
eigenvalues of the transfer matrix and the quantum determinant and the associated T-Q relation 
[18–20], functional relations for the eigenvalues of the transfer matrix based on fusion hierarchy 
[21] and the Vertex-IRF correspondence [22,23]. For a review of the coordinate Bethe ansatz for 
non-diagonal boundaries see [24]. For the latest results, as well as an excellent review, on the 
application of the separation of variables method on the 6-vertex model and the associate XXZ 
quantum chains see [25]. However, we will focus on applying the algebraic Bethe ansatz to the 
XXZ Heisenberg spin chain in the case when system admits the so-called pseudo-vacuum, or 
the reference state. In his seminal work on boundary conditions in quantum integrable models 
Sklyanin has studied the XXZ spin chain with diagonal boundaries [6]. As opposed to the case of 
the open XXX Heisenberg chain were both reflection matrices can be simultaneously brought to 
a triangular form by a single similarity transformation which leaves the R-matrix invariant and it 
is independent of the spectral parameter [10–12], here the triangularity of the K-matrices has to 
be imposed by hand. The algebraic Bethe ansatz was applied to the XXZ spin- 12 chain with upper 
triangular reflection matrices [13,14]. The spectrum and the corresponding Bethe equations were 
obtained [13] and the Bethe vectors were defined using a family of creations operators [14].
This work is centered on the study of the Bethe vectors which are fundamental in the 
implementation of the algebraic Bethe ansatz for the XXZ Heisenberg spin chain when the 
corresponding reflection matrices have the upper-triangular form. Seeking the Bethe vectors 
˜M(μ1, μ2, . . . , μM) which would in the scaling limit coincide with the ones of the XXX 
Heisenberg chain [12], we have also found certain identities yielding the general form of the 
Bethe vectors for a fixed M . The general form of Bethe vectors is given as a sum of a partic-
ular vector and the linear combination of lower order Bethe vectors. Due to certain identities 
this linear combination of lower order Bethe vectors corresponds the same eigenvalue as the 
particular vector. Although we have obtained explicitly the Bethe vectors ˜M(μ1, μ2, . . . , μM)
for M = 1, 2, 3, 4, unfortunately they do not admit a compact closed form for an arbitrary M . 
However, a detailed analysis yields a particular form of the Bethe vectors M(μ1, μ2, . . . , μM)
which admits the recurrence formulas for the coefficient functions analogous to the once used in 
the study of the XXX Heisenberg chain [12]. These Bethe vectors are defined explicitly, for an 
arbitrary natural number M , as some polynomial functions of the creation operators. Also, the 
off-shell action of the transfer matrix on these Bethe vectors is strikingly simple since it almost 
coincides with the corresponding action in the case when the two boundary matrices are diagonal. 
As expected, the off-shell action yields the spectrum of the transfer matrix and the corresponding 
Bethe equations. To explore further these results we use the so-called quasi-classical limit and 
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with boundary terms, on the corresponding Bethe vectors.
Originally in his approach, Gaudin defined these models as a quasi-classical limit of the in-
tegrable quantum chains [26,27]. The Gaudin models were extended to any simple Lie algebra, 
with arbitrary irreducible representation at each site of the chain [27]. Sklyanin studied the ratio-
nal s(2) model in the framework of the quantum inverse scattering method using the s(2) in-
variant classical r-matrix [28]. A generalization of these results to all cases when skew-symmetric 
r-matrix satisfies the classical Yang-Baxter equation [29] was relatively straightforward [30,31]. 
Therefore, considerable attention has been devoted to Gaudin models corresponding to the clas-
sical r-matrices of simple Lie algebras [32–34] and Lie superalgebras [35–39].
Hikami showed how the quasi-classical expansion of the XXZ transfer matrix, calculated at 
the special values of the spectral parameter, yields the Gaudin Hamiltonians in the case when both 
reflection matrices are diagonal [40]. Then the algebraic Bethe ansatz was applied to open Gaudin 
model in the context of the Vertex-IRF correspondence [41–43]. Also, results were obtained for 
the open Gaudin models based on Lie superalgebras [44]. An approach to study the open Gaudin 
models based on the classical reflection equation [45] and the non-unitary r-matrices [46–48]
was developed, see [49–53] and the references therein. For a review of the open Gaudin model 
see [54].
In [55] we have derived the generating function of the trigonometric Gaudin Hamiltonians 
with boundary terms following Sklyanin’s approach for the periodic boundary conditions [28,
56]. Analogously to the rational case [52,12], our derivation is based on the quasi-classical ex-
pansion of the linear combination of the transfer matrix of the XXZ Heisenberg chain and the 
central element, the so-called Sklyanin determinant. Here we use this result with the objective to 
derive the off-shell action of the generating function. As we will show below, the quasi-classical 
expansion of the Bethe vectors we have defined for the XXZ Heisenberg spin chain yields the 
Bethe vectors of the corresponding Gaudin model. The importance of these Bethe vectors stems 
from the striking simplicity of the off-shell action of the generating function of the trigonometric 
Gaudin Hamiltonians with boundary terms.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the suitable R-matrix as well as 
the Lax operator and the corresponding monodromy as the fundamental tools of the quantum 
inverse scattering method in the study of the inhomogeneous XXZ Heisenberg spin chain. The 
general solutions of the relevant reflection equation and the corresponding dual reflection equa-
tion are surveyed in Section 3. In Section 4 we briefly expose the Sklyanin approach to the 
inhomogeneous XXZ Heisenberg spin chain with non-periodic boundary conditions, in partic-
ular the derivation of the relevant commutation relations. The implementation of the algebraic 
Bethe ansatz and most notably the study of the Bethe vectors, as one of the main results of the 
paper, are presented in Section 5. The corresponding Gaudin model is studied through the quasi-
classical limit in Section 6. Our conclusions are presented in the Section 7. In Appendix A are 
given some basic definitions for the convenience of the reader. The commutation relations rel-
evant for the implementation of the algebraic Bethe ansatz for the XXZ Heisenberg chain are 
given in the Appendix B. Finally, detailed presentation of the illustrative example of the Bethe 
vector ˜3(μ1, μ2, μ3), including its general form and some important identities, are given in 
Appendix C.
2. Inhomogeneous XXZ Heisenberg spin chain
The starting point in our study of the XXZ Heisenberg spin chain is the R-matrix [1,2,57,58]
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⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
sinh(λ + η) 0 0 0
0 sinh(λ) sinh(η) 0
0 sinh(η) sinh(λ) 0
0 0 0 sinh(λ + η)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (2.1)
This R-matrix satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation [59,57,58,1,2] in the space C2 ⊗C2 ⊗C2
R12(λ −μ)R13(λ)R23(μ) = R23(μ)R13(λ)R12(λ− μ), (2.2)
and it also has other relevant properties such as
U(1) symmetry
[
σ 31 + σ 32 ,R12(λ)
]= 0;
unitarity R12(λ)R21(−λ) = sinh(η − λ) sinh(η + λ)1;
parity invariance R21(λ) = R12(λ);
temporal invariance Rt12(λ) = R12(λ);
crossing symmetry R(λ) = J1Rt2(−λ − η)J1,
where t2 denotes the transpose in the second space and the two-by-two matrix J is proportional 
to the Pauli matrix σ 2, i.e. J = ıσ 2.
Here we study the inhomogeneous XXZ spin chain with N sites, characterized by the local 
space Vm =C2s+1 and inhomogeneous parameter αm. The Hilbert space of the system is
H= N⊗
m=1
Vm = (C2s+1)⊗N. (2.3)
We introduce the Lax operator [60–66] as the following two-by-two matrix in the auxiliary space 
V0 =C2,
L0m(λ) = 1
sinh(λ)
(
sinh
(
λ1m + ηS3m
)
sinh(η)S−m
sinh(η)S+m sinh
(
λ1m − ηS3m
) ) , (2.4)
the operators Sαm, with α = +, −, 3 and m = 1, 2, . . . , N , are defined in the Appendix A. It obeys
L0m(λ)L0m(η − λ) = sinh (smη + λ) sinh ((sm + 1)η − λ)
sinh(λ) sinh(η − λ) 10 , (2.5)
where sm is the value of spin in the space Vm.
When the quantum space is also a spin 12 representation, the Lax operator becomes the 
R-matrix,
L0m(λ) = 1
sinh(λ)
R0m (λ − η/2) .
Taking into account the commutation relations (A.2), it is straightforward to check that the 
Lax operator satisfies the RLL-relations
R00′(λ − μ)L0m(λ − αm)L0′m(μ − αm) = L0′m(μ − αm)L0m(λ − αm)R00′(λ− μ). (2.6)
The so-called monodromy matrix
T (λ) = L0N(λ − αN) · · ·L01(λ − α1) (2.7)
is used to describe the system. For simplicity we have omitted the dependence on the quasi-
classical parameter η and the inhomogeneous parameters {αj , j = 1, . . . , N}. Notice that T (λ)
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in H
T (λ) =
(
A(λ) B(λ)
C(λ) D(λ)
)
. (2.8)
From RLL-relations (2.6) it follows that the monodromy matrix satisfies the RTT-relations
R00′(λ −μ)T0(λ)T0′(μ) = T0′(μ)T0(λ)R00′(λ −μ). (2.9)
To construct integrable spin chains with non-periodic boundary condition, we will follow 
Sklyanin’s approach [6]. Accordingly, before defining the essential operators and corresponding 
algebraic structure, in the next section we will introduce the relevant boundary K-matrices.
3. Reflection equation
A way to introduce non-periodic boundary conditions which are compatible with the integra-
bility of the bulk model, was developed in [6]. Boundary conditions on the left and right sites 
of the chain are encoded in the left and right reflection matrices K− and K+. The compatibility 
condition between the bulk and the boundary of the system takes the form of the so-called reflec-
tion equation. It is written in the following form for the left reflection matrix acting on the space 
C
2 at the first site K−(λ) ∈ End(C2)
R12(λ −μ)K−1 (λ)R21(λ+ μ)K−2 (μ) = K−2 (μ)R12(λ +μ)K−1 (λ)R21(λ − μ). (3.1)
Due to the properties of the R-matrix (2.1) the dual reflection equation can be presented in the 
following form
R12(μ−λ)K+1 (λ)R21(−λ−μ−2η)K+2 (μ) = K+2 (μ)R12(−λ−μ−2η)K+1 (λ)R21(μ−λ).
(3.2)
One can then verify that the mapping
K+(λ) = K−(−λ− η) (3.3)
is a bijection between solutions of the reflection equation and the dual reflection equation. After 
substitution of (3.3) into the dual reflection equation (3.2) one gets the reflection equation (3.1)
with shifted arguments.
The general, spectral parameter dependent, solutions of the reflection equation (3.1) and the 
dual reflection equation (3.2) can be written as follows [67–69]
K−(λ) =
(
κ− sinh(ξ− + λ) ψ− sinh(2λ)
φ− sinh(2λ) κ− sinh(ξ− − λ)
)
, (3.4)
K+(λ) =
(
κ+ sinh(ξ+ − λ− η) −ψ+ sinh (2(λ + η))
−φ+ sinh (2(λ + η)) κ+ sinh(ξ+ + λ+ η)
)
. (3.5)
Due to the fact that the reflection matrices K∓(λ) are defined up to multiplicative constants the 
values of parameters κ∓ are not essential, as long as they are different from zero. Therefore they 
could be set to be one without any loss of generality. In particular, this will be evident throughout 
the Sections 5 and 6. However, for completeness, we will keep them in our presentation.
Although the R-matrix (2.1) has the U(1) symmetry the reflection matrices K∓(λ) (3.4) and 
(3.5) cannot be brought to the upper triangular form by the symmetry transformations like in 
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triangularity of the reflections matrices has to be imposed as extra conditions on the parameters 
of the reflection matrices.
4. Inhomogeneous XXZ Heisenberg spin chain with boundary terms
In order to develop the formalism necessary to describe an integrable spin chain with non-
periodic boundary condition, we use the Sklyanin approach [6]. The main tool in this framework 
is the corresponding monodromy matrix
T0(λ) = T0(λ)K−0 (λ)T˜0(λ), (4.1)
it consists of the matrix T (λ) (2.7), a reflection matrix K−(λ) (3.4) and the matrix
T˜0(λ) =
(
A˜(λ) B˜(λ)
C˜(λ) D˜(λ)
)
= L01(λ + α1 + η) · · ·L0N(λ + αN + η). (4.2)
It is important to notice that the identity (2.5) can be rewritten in the form
L0m(λ−αm)L0m(η− λ+αm) =
( sinh (λ− αm + smη) sinh (−λ+ αm + (sm + 1)η)
sinh(λ − αm) sinh(−λ + αm + η)
)
10 .
(4.3)
It follows from the equation above and the RLL-relations (2.6) that the RTT-relations (2.9) can 
be recast as follows
T˜0′(μ)R00′(λ +μ)T0(λ) = T0(λ)R00′(λ + μ)T˜0′(μ), (4.4)
T˜0(λ)T˜0′(μ)R00′(μ− λ) = R00′(μ − λ)T˜0′(μ)T˜0(λ). (4.5)
Using the RTT-relations (2.9), (4.4), (4.5) and the reflection equation (3.1) it is straightforward 
to show that the exchange relations of the monodromy matrix T (λ) in V0 ⊗ V0′ are
R00′(λ − μ)T0(λ)R0′0(λ + μ)T0′(μ) = T0′(μ)R00′(λ + μ)T0(λ)R0′0(λ − μ), (4.6)
using the notation of [6]. From the above equation we can read off the commutation relations of 
the entries of the monodromy matrix
T (λ) =
(A(λ) B(λ)
C(λ) D(λ)
)
. (4.7)
Following Sklyanin [6], as in the case of the XXX Heisenberg spin chain [10,12], we introduce 
the operator
D̂(λ) =D(λ) − sinh(η)
sinh(2λ + η)A(λ). (4.8)
For convenience, the commutation relations relevant for the implementation of the algebraic 
Bethe ansatz for the XXZ Heisenberg chain are given in the Appendix B.
The exchange relations (4.6) admit a central element, the so-called Sklyanin determinant,
 [T (λ)] = tr00′P−00′T0(λ − η/2)R00′(2λ)T0′(λ+ η/2). (4.9)
Analogously to the XXX Heisenberg spin chain [12], the element  [T (λ)] can be expressed in 
form
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The open chain transfer matrix is given by the trace of the monodromy T (λ) over the auxiliary 
space V0 with an extra reflection matrix K+(λ) [6],
t (λ) = tr0
(
K+0 (λ)T0(λ)
)
. (4.11)
The reflection matrix K+(λ) (3.5) is the corresponding solution of the dual reflection equa-
tion (3.2). The commutativity of the transfer matrix for different values of the spectral parameter
[t (λ), t (μ)] = 0, (4.12)
is guaranteed by the dual reflection equation (3.2) and the exchange relations (4.6) of the mon-
odromy matrix T (λ) [6].
5. Algebraic Bethe Ansatz
In this section, we study the implementation of the algebraic Bethe ansatz for the XXZ Heisen-
berg spin chain when both reflection matrices K∓(λ) are upper triangular. As opposed to the case 
of the XXX Heisenberg spin chain where the general reflection matrices could be put into the 
upper triangular form without any loss of generality [10,12], here the triangularity of the reflec-
tion matrices has to be imposed as extra conditions on the parameters of the reflection matrices 
K∓(λ) (3.4) and (3.5). Our aim is to obtain the Bethe vectors whose scaling limit corresponds to 
the ones of the XXX Heisenberg chain [12].
As our starting point in the implementation of the algebraic Bethe ansatz, we observe that in 
every Vm =C2s+1 there exists a vector ωm ∈ Vm such that
S3mωm = smωm and S+mωm = 0. (5.1)
We define a vector + to be
+ = ω1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ωN ∈H. (5.2)
From the definitions (2.4), (2.7) and (5.1) it is straightforward to obtain the action of the entries 
of the monodromy matrix T (λ) (2.7) on the vector +
A(λ)+ = a(λ)+, with a(λ) =
N∏
m=1
sinh(λ − αm + ηsm)
sinh(λ − αm) , (5.3)
D(λ)+ = d(λ)+, with d(λ) =
N∏
m=1
sinh(λ − αm − ηsm)
sinh(λ − αm) , (5.4)
C(λ)+ = 0. (5.5)
Analogously, from the definitions (2.4), (4.2) and (5.1) it is straightforward to obtain the action 
of the entries of the monodromy matrix T˜ (λ) (4.2) on the vector +
A˜(λ)+ = a˜(λ)+, with a˜(λ) =
N∏
m=1
sinh(λ + αm + η(1 + sm))
sinh(λ + αm + η) , (5.6)
D˜(λ)+ = d˜(λ)+, with d˜(λ) =
N∏
m=1
sinh(λ + αm + η(1 − sm))
sinh(λ + αm + η) , (5.7)
C˜(λ)+ = 0. (5.8)
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metry transformations we have to impose an extra condition on the parameters of K−(λ). By 
setting
φ− = 0
in (3.4) the reflection matrix K−(λ) becomes upper triangular and according to definition of the 
Sklyanin monodromy matrix (4.1) we have
T (λ) =
(
A(λ) B(λ)
C(λ) D(λ)
)(
κ− sinh(ξ− + λ) ψ− sinh(2λ)
0 κ− sinh(ξ− − λ)
)(
A˜(λ) B˜(λ)
C˜(λ) D˜(λ)
)
.
(5.9)
From the above equation, using the relations which follow from (4.4) we obtain
A(λ) = κ− sinh(ξ− + λ) A(λ)A˜(λ)
+ (ψ− sinh(2λ)A(λ) + κ− sinh(ξ− − λ)B(λ)) C˜(λ) (5.10)
D(λ) = κ− sinh(ξ− + λ)
(
B˜(λ)C(λ) − sinh(η)
sinh(2λ+ η)
(
D(λ)D˜(λ) − A˜(λ)A(λ)))
+ (ψ− sinh(2λ) C(λ) + κ− sinh(ξ− − λ) D(λ)) D˜(λ) (5.11)
B(λ) = κ− sinh(ξ− + λ)
(
sinh(2λ)
sinh(2λ + η) B˜(λ)A(λ) −
sinh(η)
sinh(2λ+ η) B(λ)D˜(λ)
)
+ (ψ− sinh(2λ) A(λ) + κ− sinh(ξ− − λ) B(λ)) D˜(λ) (5.12)
C(λ) = κ− sinh(ξ− + λ)C(λ)A˜(λ) + (ψ− sinh(2λ)C(λ) + κ− sinh(ξ− − λ) D(λ)) C˜(λ).
(5.13)
The action of the entries of the Sklyanin monodromy matrix on the vector + follows from the 
above relations (5.10)–(5.13) and the formulae (5.3)–(5.5) and (5.6)–(5.8)
C(λ)+ = 0, (5.14)
A(λ)+ = α(λ)+, with α(λ) = κ− sinh(ξ− + λ) a(λ)˜a(λ), (5.15)
D(λ)+ = δ(λ)+, with (5.16)
δ(λ) = κ−
(
sinh(ξ− − λ) − sinh(ξ− + λ) sinh(η)
sinh(2λ+ η)
)
d(λ)d˜(λ)
+ κ− sinh(ξ− + λ) sinh(η)
sinh(2λ + η) a(λ)˜a(λ).
In what follows we will also use the fact that + is an eigenvector of the operator D̂(λ) (4.8)
D̂(λ)+ = δ̂(λ)+, with δ̂(λ) = δ(λ) − sinh(η)
sinh(2λ + η) α(λ), (5.17)
or explicitly
δ̂(λ) = κ−
(
sinh(ξ− − λ) − sinh(ξ− + λ) sinh(η)
sinh(2λ + η)
)
d(λ)d˜(λ). (5.18)
The transfer matrix of the inhomogeneous XXZ chain
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(
K+(λ)T (λ)) , (5.19)
with the triangular K-matrix
K+(λ) =
(
κ+ sinh(ξ+ − λ− η) −ψ+ sinh (2(λ + η))
0 κ+ sinh(ξ+ + λ+ η)
)
, (5.20)
i.e. the matrix K+(λ) = K−(−λ − η) were we have set
φ+ = 0,
can be expressed using Sklyanin’s D̂(λ) operator (4.8)
t (λ) = κ1(λ) A(λ) + κ2(λ) D̂(λ) + κ12(λ) C(λ), (5.21)
with
κ1(λ) = κ+ sinh(ξ+ − λ) sinh(2(λ + η))
sinh(2λ+ η) , κ2(λ) = κ
+ sinh(ξ+ + λ+ η),
κ12(λ) = −ψ+ sinh(2(λ + η)). (5.22)
Evidently, due to (5.14)–(5.18), the vector + (5.2) is an eigenvector of the transfer matrix
t (λ)+ =
(
κ1(λ)α(λ) + κ2(λ)̂δ(λ)
)
+ = 0(λ)+. (5.23)
For simplicity we have suppressed the dependence of the eigenvalue 0(λ) on the boundary 
parameters κ+, ξ+ and ψ+ as well as the quasi-classical parameter η.
Let us consider
˜1(μ) = B(μ)+ − ψ
+
κ+
(
sinh(2μ)
sinh(2μ+ η) cosh(ξ
+ − μ) α(μ)
− cosh(ξ+ + μ+ η) δ̂(μ))+. (5.24)
A straightforward calculation, using the relations (B.2), (B.3) and (B.4), shows that the off-shell 
action of the transfer matrix (5.21) on ˜1(μ) is given by
t (λ)˜1(μ) = 1(λ,μ)˜1(μ)+ κ+ sinh(ξ+ −μ) sinh(η) sinh(2(λ + η))
sinh(λ −μ) sinh(λ +μ+ η) ×
× F1(μ)˜1(λ), (5.25)
where the eigenvalue 1(λ, μ) is given by
1(λ,μ) = κ1(λ) sinh(λ +μ) sinh(λ −μ− η)
sinh(λ −μ) sinh(λ +μ+ η)α(λ)
+ κ2(λ) sinh(λ −μ+ η) sinh(λ + μ+ 2η)
sinh(λ −μ) sinh(λ +μ+ η) δ̂(λ). (5.26)
Evidently 1(λ, μ) depends also on boundary parameters κ+, ξ+ and the quasi-classical param-
eter η, but these parameters are omitted in order to simplify the formulae. The unwanted term on 
the right hand side (5.25) is annihilated by the Bethe equation
F1(μ) = sinh(2μ)
sinh(2μ + η) α(μ) −
sinh(ξ+ + μ+ η)
sinh(ξ+ − μ) δ̂(μ) = 0, (5.27)
or equivalently,
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δ̂(μ)
= sinh(2(μ + η)) κ2(μ)
sinh(2μ) κ1(μ)
= sinh(2μ+ η) sinh(ξ
+ +μ + η)
sinh(2μ) sinh(ξ+ −μ) . (5.28)
Thus we have shown that ˜1(μ) (5.32) is a Bethe vector of the transfer matrix (5.21). Moreover, 
the vector ˜1(μ) in the scaling limit yields the corresponding Bethe vector of the XXX Heisen-
berg spin chain [12] and it was this connection that led us to this particular form of the Bethe 
vector. However, it is important to note that this is not the only possible form of the Bethe vector. 
Namely, we notice the following important identity
0(λ) −1(λ,μ) = κ+ sinh(ξ+ − λ) sinh(η) sinh(2(λ + η))
sinh(λ− μ) sinh(λ +μ + η)F1(λ). (5.29)
It follows that ˜1(μ) (5.24) can be generalized by adding a term proportional to F1(μ)
˜1(μ,C1) = ˜1(μ)+C1 ψ
+
κ+
sinh(ξ+ −μ)F1(μ)+, (5.30)
where C1 is independent of μ. A direct consequence of the above identity is the off-shell action 
of the transfer matrix on ˜1(μ, C1),
t (λ)˜1(μ,C1) = 1(λ,μ)˜1(μ,C1)+ κ+ sinh(ξ+ −μ) sinh(η) sinh(2(λ + η))
sinh(λ− μ) sinh(λ + μ+ η) ×
× F1(μ)˜1(λ,C1). (5.31)
Therefore ˜1(μ, C1) (5.30) can be considered as the general form of the Bethe vector of the 
transfer matrix (5.21) corresponding to the eigenvalue 1(λ, μ) (5.26).
By setting C1 = 1 in (5.30) we obtain another particular solution for the Bethe vector, that 
will turn out to be more suitable for the recurrence procedure
1(μ) = ˜1(μ,C1 = 1) = B(μ)+ + b1(μ)+, (5.32)
where b1(μ) is given by
b1(μ) =
(
−ψ
+
κ+
)(
sinh(2μ)
sinh(2μ+ η)e
−(ξ+−μ) α(μ) − e−(ξ++μ+η) δ̂(μ)
)
. (5.33)
We seek the Bethe vector ˜2(μ1, μ2) in the form
˜2(μ1,μ2) = B(μ1)B(μ2)+ + b˜(1)2 (μ2;μ1)B(μ1)+ + b˜(1)2 (μ1;μ2)B(μ2)+
+ b˜(2)2 (μ1,μ2)+. (5.34)
One possible choice of the coefficient functions ˜b(1)2 (μ1; μ2) and ˜b(2)2 (μ1, μ2) is given by
b˜
(1)
2 (μ1;μ2) =
(
−ψ
+
κ+
)(
sinh(2μ1)
sinh(2μ1 + η)
sinh(μ1 + μ2) sinh(μ1 −μ2 − η)
sinh(μ1 − μ2) sinh(μ1 +μ2 + η) ×
× cosh(ξ+ − μ1) α(μ1)
− sinh(μ1 −μ2 + η) sinh(μ1 + μ2 + 2η)
sinh(μ1 −μ2) sinh(μ1 +μ2 + η) cosh(ξ
+ +μ1 + η) δ̂(μ1)
)
,
(5.35)
and
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(2)
2 (μ1,μ2) =
(
ψ+
κ+
)2(
sinh(μ1 + μ2)
sinh(μ1 + μ2 + η)
sinh(2μ1)
sinh(2μ1 + η)
sinh(2μ2)
sinh(2μ2 + η) ×
× cosh(2ξ+ − μ1 −μ2 + η)α(μ1)α(μ2)
− sinh(2μ1)
sinh(2μ1 + η)
sinh(μ1 −μ2 − η)
sinh(μ1 −μ2) cosh(2ξ
+ −μ1 +μ2 + 2η)α(μ1)̂δ(μ2)
− sinh(μ2 − μ1 − η)
sinh(μ2 −μ1)
sinh(2μ2)
sinh(2μ2 + η) cosh(2ξ
+ +μ1 −μ2 + 2η) δ̂(μ1)α(μ2)
+ sinh(μ1 + μ2 + 2η)
sinh(μ1 +μ2 + η) cosh(2ξ
+ + μ1 +μ2 + 3η) δ̂(μ1)̂δ(μ2)
)
. (5.36)
Due to the fact that the operators B(μ1) and B(μ2) commute (B.1) and that b˜(2)2 (μ1, μ2) =
b˜
(2)
2 (μ2, μ1) it follows that ˜2(μ1, μ2) is symmetric with respect to the interchange of the vari-
ables μ1 and μ2.
Starting from the definitions (5.21) and (5.34), using the relations (B.8), (B.9) and (B.10), 
from the Appendix B, to push the operators A(λ), D̂(λ) and C(λ) to the right and after rearrang-
ing some terms, we obtain the off-shell action of transfer matrix t (λ) on ˜2(μ1, μ2)
t (λ)˜2(μ1,μ2) = 2(λ, {μi})˜2(μ1,μ2)+
2∑
i=1
sinh(η) sinh(2(λ + η))
sinh(λ −μi) sinh(λ +μi + η) ×
× κ+ sinh(ξ+ −μi) F2(μi;μ3−i )˜2(λ,μ3−i ), (5.37)
where the eigenvalue is given by
2(λ, {μi}) = κ1(λ) α(λ)
2∏
i=1
sinh(λ +μi) sinh(λ −μi − η)
sinh(λ −μi) sinh(λ +μi + η)
+ κ2(λ) δ̂(λ)
2∏
i=1
sinh(λ − μi + η) sinh(λ+ μi + 2η)
sinh(λ −μi) sinh(λ +μi + η) (5.38)
and the two unwanted terms in (5.37) are canceled by the Bethe equations which follow from
F2(μi;μ3−i ) = sinh(2μi)
sinh(2μi + η)
sinh(μi + μ3−i ) sinh(μi −μ3−i − η)
sinh(μi − μ3−i ) sinh(μi +μ3−i + η) α(μi)
− sinh(ξ
+ +μi + η)
sinh(ξ+ −μi) ×
× sinh(μi −μ3−i + η) sinh(μi +μ3−i + 2η)
sinh(μi −μ3−i ) sinh(μi + μ3−i + η) δ̂(μi) = 0, (5.39)
with i = {1, 2}. Therefore the Bethe equations are
α(μi)
δ̂(μi)
= sinh(2(μi + η)) κ2(μi)
sinh(2μi) κ1(μi)
sinh(μi − μ3−i + η) sinh(μi +μ3−i + 2η)
sinh(μi +μ3−i ) sinh(μi −μ3−i − η) , (5.40)
where i = {1, 2}. This shows that ˜2(μ1, μ2) (5.34) is a Bethe vector of the transfer matrix (5.21)
and, again, it is the one which in the scaling limit corresponds to the Bethe vector of the XXX 
chain [12].
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1(λ,μ2)−2(λ,μ1,μ2) = κ+ sinh(ξ+ − λ) sinh(η) sinh(2(λ + η))
sinh(λ − μ1) sinh(λ +μ1 + η)F2(λ;μ2),
(5.41)
1(λ,μ1)−2(λ,μ1,μ2) = κ+ sinh(ξ+ − λ) sinh(η) sinh(2(λ + η))
sinh(λ − μ2) sinh(λ +μ2 + η)F2(λ;μ1),
(5.42)
F2(μ2;μ1) F1(μ1)− F2(μ1;μ2) F2(μ2;λ)
sinh(λ −μ1) sinh(λ+ μ1 + η)
+ F2(μ1;μ2) F1(μ2)− F2(μ2;μ1) F2(μ1;λ)
sinh(λ −μ2) sinh(λ +μ2 + η) = 0, (5.43)
the Bethe vector ˜2(μ1, μ2) (5.34) can be generalized
˜2(μ1,μ2,C1,C2) = ˜2(μ1,μ2)+ C2 ψ
+
κ+
(
sinh(ξ+ −μ1)F2(μ1;μ2)˜1(μ2,C1)
+ sinh(ξ+ −μ2)F2(μ2;μ1)˜1(μ1,C1)
)
,
(5.44)
where C2 is independent of μ1 and μ2 and ˜1(μi, C1) is the Bethe vector given in (5.30), so that 
the off-shell action of transfer matrix t (λ) on ˜2(μ1, μ2, C1, C2) reads
t (λ)˜2(μ1,μ2,C1,C2) = 2(λ, {μi})˜2(μ1,μ2,C1,C2)
+
2∑
i=1
sinh(η) sinh(2(λ + η))
sinh(λ − μi) sinh(λ+ μi + η)κ
+ sinh(ξ+ −μi) ×
× F2(μi;μ3−i )˜2(λ,μ3−i ,C1,C2). (5.45)
Once more in (5.44) we find that the general form of Bethe vectors can be expressed as a sum 
of a particular vector and a linear combination of lower order Bethe vectors. Due to identities 
(5.41)–(5.43) this linear combination of lower order Bethe vectors corresponds the same eigen-
value as the particular vector (5.45). This is indeed the case with Bethe vectors of any order, 
for details see Appendix C. To our knowledge, the existence of this freedom in the choice of 
the Bethe vector has hitherto remained unnoticed in the literature. In certain cases, it seems that 
omission to note this freedom can be traced to imposing, by some authors [13], too strong re-
quirements on the vanishing of the off-shell terms. Namely, all the terms (including vacuum ones) 
should be required to vanish only once the Bethe equations are imposed, and not necessarily to 
be identically zero.
However, in order to have the recurrence procedure for defining the higher order Bethe vectors 
it is instructive to set C1 = − tanh(η), C2 = 1 in (5.44) and to consider a particular Bethe vector
2(μ1,μ2) = ˜2(μ1,μ2,C1 = − tanh(η),C2 = 1)
= B(μ1)B(μ2)+ + b(1)2 (μ2;μ1)B(μ1)+ + b(1)2 (μ1;μ2)B(μ2)+
+ b(2)2 (μ1,μ2)+,
(5.46)
where the functions b(1)(μ1; μ2) and b(2)(μ1, μ2) are given by2 2
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(1)
2 (μ1;μ2) =
(
−ψ
+
κ+
)(
sinh(μ1 + μ2) sinh(μ1 −μ2 − η)
sinh(μ1 − μ2) sinh(μ1 +μ2 + η) ×
× sinh(2μ1)
sinh(2μ1 + η)e
−(ξ+−μ1) α(μ1)
− sinh(μ1 − μ2 + η) sinh(μ1 +μ2 + 2η)
sinh(μ1 −μ2) sinh(μ1 + μ2 + η) e
−(ξ++μ1+η) δ̂(μ1)
)
, (5.47)
and
b
(2)
2 (μ1,μ2) =
(
ψ+
κ+
)2(
sinh(μ1 + μ2)
sinh(μ1 + μ2 + η) ×
× sinh(2μ1)
sinh(2μ1 + η)
sinh(2μ2)
sinh(2μ2 + η) e
−(2ξ+−μ1−μ2+η)α(μ1)α(μ2)
− sinh(2μ1)
sinh(2μ1 + η)
sinh(μ1 −μ2 − η)
sinh(μ1 −μ2) e
−(2ξ+−μ1+μ2+2η) α(μ1)̂δ(μ2)
− sinh(μ2 − μ1 − η)
sinh(μ2 −μ1)
sinh(2μ2)
sinh(2μ2 + η) e
−(2ξ++μ1−μ2+2η) δ̂(μ1)α(μ2)
+ sinh(μ1 + μ2 + 2η)
sinh(μ1 +μ2 + η) e
−(2ξ++μ1+μ2+3η) δ̂(μ1)̂δ(μ2)
)
. (5.48)
A key observation here is that the above function b(2)2 (μ1, μ2) can be expressed in terms of the 
coefficient functions b(1)2 (μ1; μ2) (5.47) and b1(μi) (5.33) as follows
b
(2)
2 (μ1,μ2) =
1
1 + e2η
(
b
(1)
2 (μ1;μ2) b1(μ2)+ b(1)2 (μ2;μ1) b1(μ1)
)
. (5.49)
This relation is essential in the recurrence procedure for obtaining general form of the Bethe 
vectors. It coincides, up to the multiplicative factor, with the recurrence relation defining the 
function b(2)2 (μ1, μ2) in the case of the corresponding Bethe vector of the XXX Heisenberg spin 
chain, the equation (V.25) in [12].
Although, as we have seen, the Bethe vectors 1(μ) (5.32) and 2(μ1, μ2) (5.46) corre-
spond to the particular choice of parameters Ci in (5.30) and (5.44), respectively, it turns out 
that these vectors admit the recurrence procedure analogous to the one applied in the case of 
the XXX Heisenberg spin chain [12]. Before addressing the general case of the Bethe vector 
M(μ1, μ2, . . . , μM), for an arbitrary positive integer M , we will present below the M = 3 case 
as an insightful example. The Bethe vector 3(μ1, μ2, μ3) we propose is a symmetric function 
of its arguments and it is given as the following sum of eight terms
3(μ1,μ2,μ3) = B(μ1)B(μ2)B(μ3)+ + b(1)3 (μ3;μ2,μ1)B(μ1)B(μ2)+
+ b(1)3 (μ1;μ2,μ3)B(μ2)B(μ3)+ + b(1)3 (μ2;μ1,μ3)B(μ1)B(μ3)+
+ b(2)3 (μ1,μ2;μ3)B(μ3)+ + b(2)3 (μ1,μ3;μ2)B(μ2)+
+ b(2)3 (μ2,μ3;μ1)B(μ1)+ + b(3)3 (μ1,μ2,μ3)+,
(5.50)
where the coefficient functions b(1)3 (μ1; μ2, μ3), b(2)3 (μ1, μ2; μ3) and b(3)3 (μ1, μ2, μ3) are given 
by
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(1)
3 (μ1;μ2,μ3) =
(
−ψ
+
κ+
)( 3∏
i=2
sinh(μ1 +μi) sinh(μ1 −μi − η)
sinh(μ1 −μi) sinh(μ1 +μi + η) ×
× sinh(2μ1)
sinh(2μ1 + η) e
−(ξ+−μ1) α(μ1)
−
3∏
i=2
sinh(μ1 −μi + η) sinh(μ1 +μi + 2η)
sinh(μ1 − μi) sinh(μ1 +μi + η) e
−(ξ++μ1+η) δ̂(μ1)
)
,
(5.51)
b
(2)
3 (μ1,μ2;μ3) =
1
1 + e2η
(
b
(1)
3 (μ1;μ2,μ3) b(1)2 (μ2;μ3)
+ b(1)3 (μ2;μ1,μ3) b(1)2 (μ1;μ3)
)
, (5.52)
b
(3)
3 (μ1,μ2,μ3) =
1
1 + 2e2η + 2e4η + e6η
(
b
(1)
3 (μ1;μ2,μ3) b(1)2 (μ2;μ3) b1(μ3)
+ b(1)3 (μ1;μ2,μ3) b(1)2 (μ3;μ2) b1(μ2)
+ b(1)3 (μ2;μ1,μ3) b(1)2 (μ1;μ3) b1(μ3)
+ b(1)3 (μ2;μ1,μ3) b(1)2 (μ3;μ1) b1(μ1)
+ b(1)3 (μ3;μ1,μ2) b(1)2 (μ1;μ2) b1(μ2)
+ b(1)3 (μ3;μ1,μ2) b(1)2 (μ2;μ1) b1(μ1)
)
. (5.53)
It is important to notice that the coefficient functions b(2)3 (μ1, μ2; μ3) and b(3)3 (μ1, μ2, μ3) are 
defined above in terms of the function b(1)3 (μ1; μ2, μ3) and the functions b(1)2 (μ1; μ2) and b1(μ)
already given in (5.47) and (5.33), respectively. The action of t (λ) (5.21) on 3(μ1, μ2, μ3), 
obtained using evident generalization of the formulas (B.8), (B.9) and (B.10) and subsequent 
rearranging of terms, reads
t (λ)3(μ1,μ2,μ3) = 3(λ, {μi})3(μ1,μ2,μ3)+
3∑
i=1
sinh(η) sinh(2(λ + η))
sinh(λ− μi) sinh(λ +μi + η) ×
× κ+ sinh(ξ+ −μi) F3(μi; {μj }j =i ) 3(λ, {μj }j =i ),
(5.54)
where the eigenvalue is given by
3(λ, {μi}) = κ1(λ) α(λ)
3∏
i=1
sinh(λ +μi) sinh(λ − μi − η)
sinh(λ −μi) sinh(λ + μi + η)
+ κ2(λ) δ̂(λ)
3∏
i=1
sinh(λ −μi + η) sinh(λ +μi + 2η)
sinh(λ −μi) sinh(λ +μi + η) (5.55)
and the three unwanted terms in (5.54) are canceled by the Bethe equations which follow from
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sinh(2μi + η) α(μi)
3∏
j=1
j =i
sinh(μi +μj ) sinh(μi −μj − η)
sinh(μi −μj ) sinh(μi +μj + η)
− sinh(ξ
+ +μi + η)
sinh(ξ+ −μi) δ̂(μi)
3∏
j=1
j =i
sinh(μi −μj + η) sinh(μi +μj + 2η)
sinh(μi −μj ) sinh(μi +μj + η)
= 0, (5.56)
with i = {1, 2, 3}. Therefore the Bethe equations are
α(μi)
δ̂(μi)
= sinh(2(μi + η)) κ2(μi)
sinh(2μi) κ1(μi)
3∏
j=1
j =i
sinh(μi −μj + η) sinh(μi + μj + 2η)
sinh(μi +μj ) sinh(μi −μj − η) , (5.57)
where i = {1, 2, 3}. Thus, as expected, we have obtained the strikingly simple expression for the 
off-shell action of the transfer matrix of the XXZ Heisenberg chain with the upper triangular 
reflection matrices on the Bethe vector 3(μ1, μ2, μ3), which is by definition (5.50) symmetric 
function of its arguments {μi}3I=1. As before, 3(μ1, μ2, μ3) is a special case of the more general 
Bethe vector ˜3(μ1, μ2, μ3, C1, C2, C3) we have found along the lines similar to the M = 1 and 
M = 2 cases, for details see the Appendix C, where we also give the generalized form of the 
Bethe vector for arbitrary M. The most significant advantage of this particular form of the Bethe 
vector is that it is defined by the recurrence procedure which is analogous to the one proposed 
in the case of the XXX Heisenberg chain [12]. Notice the right-hand-side of the equations (5.52)
and (5.53) differ only by the multiplicative factors from the analogous equations (V.32) and 
(V.34) in [12].
We readily proceed to define M(μ1, μ2, . . . , μM) as a sum of 2M terms, for an arbitrary 
positive integer M , and as a symmetric function of its arguments by the recurrence procedure
M(μ1,μ2, . . . ,μM) = B(μ1)B(μ2) · · ·B(μM)+
+ b(1)M (μM ;μ1,μ2, . . . ,μM−1)B(μ1)B(μ2) · · ·B(μM−1)+
+ · · · + b(2)M (μM−1,μM ;μ1,μ2, . . . ,μM−2)B(μ1)B(μ2) · · ·B(μM−2)+
...
+ b(M−1)M (μ1,μ2, . . . ,μM−1;μM)B(μM)+ + b(M)M (μ1,μ2, . . . ,μM)+,
(5.58)
where the first coefficient function is explicitly given by
b
(1)
M (μ1;μ2,μ3, . . . ,μM)
=
(
−ψ
+
κ+
)( M∏
i=2
sinh(μ1 +μi) sinh(μ1 − μi − η)
sinh(μ1 −μi) sinh(μ1 + μi + η)
sinh(2μ1)
sinh(2μ1 + η) ×
× e−(ξ+−μ1) α(μ1)−
M∏
i=2
sinh(μ1 − μi + η) sinh(μ1 + μi + 2η)
sinh(μ1 −μi) sinh(μ1 +μi + η) e
−(ξ++μ1+η) δ̂(μ1)
)
,
(5.59)
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b
(2)
M (μ1,μ2;μ3, . . . ,μM)
= q
−1
[2]q !
(
b
(1)
M (μ1;μ2,μ3, . . . ,μM)b(1)M−1(μ2;μ3, . . . ,μM)
+ b(1)M (μ2;μ1,μ3, . . . ,μM)b(1)M−1(μ1;μ3, . . . ,μM)
)
, (5.60)
...
b
(M−1)
M (μ1,μ2, . . . ,μM−1;μM)
= q
− (M−1)(M−2)2
[M − 1]q !
∑
ρ∈SM−1
b
(1)
M (μρ(1);μρ(2), . . . ,μM)×
× b(1)M−1(μρ(2);μρ(3), . . . ,μM)b(1)M−2(μρ(3);μρ(4), . . . ,μM) · · ·b(1)2 (μρ(M−1);μM)
(5.61)
b
(M)
M (μ1,μ2, . . . ,μM)
= q
−M(M−1)2
[M]q !
∑
σ∈SM
b
(1)
M (μσ(1);μσ(2), . . . ,μσ(M)) b(1)M−1(μσ(2);μσ(3), . . . ,μσ(M))×
× b(1)M−2(μσ(3);μσ(4), . . . ,μσ(M)) · · ·b(1)2 (μσ(M−1);μσ(M)) b1(μσ(M)), (5.62)
where, for a positive integer N , [N ]q = qN−q−Nq−q−1 and [N ]q ! = [N ]q · [N − 1]q · · · [2]q · [1]q , with 
q = eη and SM−1 and SM are the symmetric groups of degree M − 1 and M , respectively. As 
is the case M = 3, the formulae (5.60)–(5.62) are deformation of the corresponding relations 
(V.32)–(V.35) in the case of the XXX Heisenberg chain [12].
A straightforward calculation based on evident generalization of the formulas (B.8), (B.9) and 
(B.10) and subsequent rearranging of terms, yields the off-shell action of the transfer matrix on 
the Bethe vector M(μ1, μ2, . . . , μM)
t (λ)M(μ1,μ2, . . . ,μM) = M(λ, {μi})M(μ1,μ2, . . . ,μM)
+
M∑
i=1
sinh(η) sinh(2(λ + η))
sinh(λ − μi) sinh(λ+ μi + η) ×
× κ+ sinh(ξ+ − μi) FM(μi; {μj }j =i ) M(λ, {μj }j =i ),
(5.63)
where the corresponding eigenvalue is given by
M(λ, {μi}) = κ1(λ) α(λ)
M∏
i=1
sinh(λ +μi) sinh(λ − μi − η)
sinh(λ −μi) sinh(λ + μi + η)
+ κ2(λ) δ̂(λ)
M∏
i=1
sinh(λ −μi + η) sinh(λ +μi + 2η)
sinh(λ −μi) sinh(λ +μi + η) (5.64)
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which follow from
FM(μi; {μj }j =i ) = sinh(2μi)
sinh(2μi + η) α(μi)
M∏
j=1
j =i
sinh(μi +μj ) sinh(μi −μj − η)
sinh(μi −μj ) sinh(μi +μj + η)
− sinh(ξ
+ +μi + η)
sinh(ξ+ −μi) δ̂(μi)
M∏
j=1
j =i
sinh(μi −μj + η) sinh(μi +μj + 2η)
sinh(μi −μj ) sinh(μi +μj + η)
= 0, (5.65)
with i = {1, 2, . . . , M}. Therefore the Bethe equations are
α(μi)
δ̂(μi)
= sinh(2(μi + η)) κ2(μi)
sinh(2μi) κ1(μi)
M∏
j=1
j =i
sinh(μi −μj + η) sinh(μi + μj + 2η)
sinh(μi +μj ) sinh(μi −μj − η) , (5.66)
where i = {1, 2, . . . , M}. The Bethe vector M(μ1, μ2, . . . , μM) we have defined in (5.58) yields 
the strikingly simple expression (5.63) for the off-shell action of the transfer matrix t (λ) (5.21). 
Thus we have fully implemented the algebraic Bethe ansatz for the XXZ Heisenberg spin chain 
with the triangular reflection matrices. In the following section, we will explored further these 
results through the so-called quasi-classical limit in order to investigate the corresponding Gaudin 
model [52].
6. Corresponding Gaudin model
As it is well known [12,52,54,55], the study of the open Gaudin model requires that the 
parameters of the reflection matrices on the left and on the right end of the chain are the same. 
Thus, we impose
lim
η→0
(
K+(λ)K−(λ)
)
= κ2 sinh(ξ − λ) sinh(ξ + λ)1. (6.1)
Notice that in general this not the case in the study of the open spin chain. However, this condition 
is essential for the Gaudin model. Therefore we will write
K−(λ) ≡ K(λ) =
(
κ sinh(ξ + λ) ψ sinh(2λ)
0 κ sinh(ξ − λ)
)
(6.2)
so that
K+(λ) = K(−λ − η) =
(
κ sinh(ξ − λ− η) −ψ sinh (2(λ + η))
0 κ sinh(ξ + λ + η)
)
. (6.3)
In [55] we have derived the generating function of the trigonometric Gaudin Hamiltonians 
with boundary terms following the approach of Sklyanin in the periodic case [28,56]. Analo-
gously to the rational case [52,12], our derivation is based on the quasi-classical expansion of the 
linear combination of the transfer matrix of the XXZ chain and the central element, the so-called 
Sklyanin determinant. Finally, the expansion reads [55]
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sinh(2λ)
= κ2 sinh(ξ + λ) sinh(ξ − λ)1
+ η κ
2
2
(
cosh(2ξ) coth(2λ) − cosh(4λ)
sinh(2λ)
)
1
+ η
2
2
κ2
(
sinh(ξ + λ) sinh(ξ − λ) (τ (λ)+ 1) − 1
2
cosh(2λ)1
)
+O(η3),
(6.4)
where τ(λ) is the generating function of the trigonometric Gaudin Hamiltonians with boundary 
terms
τ(λ) = tr0L20(λ), (6.5)
where
L0(λ) = L0(λ) −K0(λ)L0(−λ)K−10 (λ), (6.6)
with the Gaudin Lax matrix defined by
L0(λ) =
N∑
m=1
(
σ 30 ⊗ coth(λ− αm)S3m +
σ+0 ⊗ S−m + σ−0 ⊗ S+m
2 sinh(λ − αm)
)
, (6.7)
and K0(λ) the upper triangular reflection matrix given in (6.2). The trigonometric Gaudin Hamil-
tonians with the boundary terms are obtained from the residues of the generating function τ(λ)
(6.5) at poles λ = ±αm:
Res
λ=αm
τ(λ) = 4Hm and Res
λ=−αm
τ(λ) = (−4)Hm (6.8)
where
Hm =
N∑
n=m
(
coth(αm − αn) S3mS3n +
S+mS−n + S−mS+n
2 sinh(αm − αn)
)
+
N∑
n=1
coth(αm + αn)S
3
mS
3
n + S3nS3m
2
+ ψ
κ
sinh(2αm)
sinh(ξ + αm)
N∑
n=1
S3mS
+
n + S+n S3m
2 sinh(αm + αn) +
sinh(ξ − αm)
2 sinh(ξ + αm)
N∑
n=1
S−mS+n + S+n S−m
2 sinh(αm + αn)
− ψ
κ
sinh(2αm)
sinh(ξ − αm)
N∑
n=1
coth(αm + αn) S
+
mS
3
n + S3nS+m
2
+ sinh(ξ + αm)
2 sinh(ξ − αm)
N∑
n=1
S+mS−n + S−n S+m
2 sinh(αm + αn)
− ψ
2
κ2
sinh2(2αm)
2 sinh(ξ − αm) sinh(ξ + αm)
N∑
n=1
S+mS+n + S+n S+m
2 sinh(αm + αn) . (6.9)
Since the central element  [T (λ)] can be expressed in form (4.10) it is evident that the vector 
+ (5.2) is its eigenvector
 [T (λ)]+ = sinh(2λ) α(λ + η/2) δ̂(λ − η/2)+. (6.10)
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t (λ) −  [T (λ)]
sinh(2λ)
)
+ =
(
0(λ) − α(λ + η/2) δ̂(λ − η/2)
)
+. (6.11)
We can expand the eigenvalue on the right hand side of the equation above in powers of η, taking 
into account that φ = 0,(
κ1(λ)α(λ) + κ2(λ)̂δ(λ)− α(λ + η/2) δ̂(λ − η/2)
)= κ2 sinh(ξ + λ) sinh(ξ − λ)
+ η κ
2
2
(
cosh(2ξ) coth(2λ) − cosh(4λ)
sinh(2λ)
)
+ η
2
2
κ2
(
sinh(ξ + λ) sinh(ξ − λ) (χ0(λ) + 1)− 12 cosh(2λ)
)
+O(η3). (6.12)
Substituting the expansion above into the right hand side of (6.11) and using (6.4) to expand the 
left hand side, it follows that the vector + (5.2) is an eigenvector of the generating function of 
the Gaudin Hamiltonians
τ(λ)+ = χ0(λ)+, (6.13)
with
χ0(λ) = 2
N∑
m,n=1
(
smsn + sinh(ξ + αm) sinh(ξ − αm)
sinh(ξ + λ) sinh(ξ − λ) smδmn
)
×
× (coth(λ − αm) coth(λ − αn)+ 2 coth(λ − αm) coth(λ + αn)
+ coth(λ + αm) coth(λ+ αn)) .
(6.14)
Moreover we can obtain the spectrum of the generating function of the Gaudin Hamiltonians 
through the expansion(
M(λ, {μj }Mj=1)− α(λ + η/2) δ̂(λ − η/2)
)
= κ2 sinh(ξ + λ) sinh(ξ − λ)
+ η κ
2
2
(
cosh(2ξ) coth(2λ) − cosh(4λ)
sinh(2λ)
)
+ η
2
2
κ2
(
sinh(ξ + λ) sinh(ξ − λ)
(
χM(λ, {μj }Mj=1)+ 1
)
− 1
2
cosh(2λ)
)
+O(η3),
(6.15)
where
χM(λ, {μj }Mj=1) =
−2 sinh(2λ)
sinh(ξ − λ) sinh(ξ + λ)
M∑
j=1
sinh(2λ)
sinh(λ− μj ) sinh(λ +μj )
+ 4
M−1∑
j=1
M∑
k=j+1
sinh(2λ)
sinh(λ −μj ) sinh(λ +μj )
sinh(2λ)
sinh(λ −μk) sinh(λ +μk)
− 4
N∑
m=1
sm sinh(2λ)
sinh(λ − αm) sinh(λ + αm)
M∑
j=1
sinh(2λ)
sinh(λ − μj ) sinh(λ +μj )
(6.16)
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N∑
m,n=1
(
smsn + sinh(ξ + αm) sinh(ξ − αm)
sinh(ξ + λ) sinh(ξ − λ) smδmn
)
×
× (coth(λ − αm) coth(λ − αn)+ 2 coth(λ − αm) coth(λ + αn)
+ coth(λ+ αm) coth(λ + αn)) .
As our next important step toward obtaining the formulas of the algebraic Bethe ansatz for 
the corresponding Gaudin model we observe that the first term in the expansion of the function 
FM(μ1; μ2, . . . , μM) (5.65) in powers of η is
FM(μ1;μ2, . . . ,μM) = ηfM(μ1;μ2, . . . ,μM)+O(η2), (6.17)
where
fM(μ1;μ2, . . . ,μM) = κ sinh(2μ1)
(
1
sinh(ξ −μ1) − 2 sinh(ξ +μ1)×
×
M∑
j=2
1
sinh(μ1 −μj ) sinh(μ1 +μj )
+ 2 sinh(ξ + μ1)
N∑
m=1
sm
sinh(μ1 − αm) sinh(μ1 + αm)
)
.
(6.18)
Along the lines developed in [12,52,55], we have used the formulas (5.32) and (5.33) as well 
as (5.12), (5.16) and (5.18) in order to expand the Bethe vector 1(μ) of the XXZ Heisenberg 
spin chain in powers of η and obtained the Bethe vector ϕ1(μ) of the corresponding trigonometric 
Gaudin model
1(μ) = η ϕ1(μ) +O(η2), (6.19)
where
ϕ1(μ) = κ sinh(2μ)
(
N∑
m=1
sinh(ξ − αm) S−m
sinh(μ − αm) sinh(μ+ αm)
+ψ
κ
(
1 +
N∑
m=1
sm
e−2ξ + sinh(2αm)− cosh(2μ)
sinh(μ − αm) sinh(μ + αm)
))
+. (6.20)
The off-shell action of the difference of the transfer matrix of the XXX chain and the central 
element, the so-called Sklyanin determinant, on the Bethe vector 1(μ) (5.32) is obtained from 
(4.10) and (5.31) as follows(
t (λ) −  [T (λ)]
sinh(2λ)
)
1(μ) =
(
1(λ,μ)− α(λ + η/2) δ̂(λ − η/2)
)
1(μ)
+ κ sinh(ξ − μ) sinh(η) sinh(2(λ + η))
sinh(λ −μ) sinh(λ +μ+ η)F1(μ)1(λ).
(6.21)
Finally, the off-shell action of the generating function the Gaudin Hamiltonians on the vector 
ϕ1(μ) can be obtained from the equation above by using the expansion (6.4) and (6.19) on the 
left hand side as well as the expansion (6.15), (6.17) and (6.19) on the right hand side
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κ
sinh(ξ − μ)
sinh(ξ − λ) sinh(ξ + λ) ×
× sinh(2λ)
sinh(λ −μ) sinh(λ +μ) f1(μ)ϕ1(λ). (6.22)
Therefore ϕ1(μ) (6.20) is the Bethe vector of the corresponding Gaudin model, i.e. the eigen-
vector of the generating function the Gaudin Hamiltonians, with the eigenvalue χ1(λ, μ) (6.16), 
once the unwanted term is canceled by imposing the corresponding Bethe equation
f1(μ) = κ sinh(2μ)
(
1
sinh(ξ −μ) + 2 sinh(ξ +μ)
N∑
m=1
sm
sinh(μ − αm) sinh(μ + αm)
)
= 0.
(6.23)
To obtain the Bethe vector ϕ2(μ1, μ2) of the Gaudin model and the action of the generating 
function τ(λ) of the Gaudin Hamiltonians on ϕ2(μ1, μ2) we basically follow the steps we have 
done when studying the action of τ(λ) on ϕ1(μ). The first term in the expansion of the Bethe 
vector 2(μ1, μ2) (5.46) in powers of η yields the corresponding Bethe vector of the Gaudin 
model
2(μ1,μ2) = η2ϕ2(μ1,μ2) +O(η3), (6.24)
where
ϕ2(μ1,μ2) = κ2 sinh(2μ1) sinh(2μ2)
⎛⎝ N∑
m,n=1
sinh(ξ − αm) S−m
sinh(μ1 − αm) sinh(μ1 + αm) ×
× sinh(ξ − αn) S
−
n
sinh(μ2 − αn) sinh(μ2 + αn) +
ψ
κ
N∑
m=1
sinh(ξ − αm) S−m
sinh(μ2 − αm) sinh(μ2 + αm) ×
×
(
1 +
N∑
n=1
e−2ξ + sinh(2αn) − cosh(2μ1)
sinh(μ1 − αn) sinh(μ1 + αn) (sn − δmn)
)
+ ψ
κ
N∑
m=1
sinh(ξ − αm) S−m
sinh(μ1 − αm) sinh(μ1 + αm)
(
3 +
N∑
n=1
e−2ξ + sinh(2αn)− cosh(2μ2)
sinh(μ2 − αn) sinh(μ2 + αn) sn
)
+ e−2ξ ψ
2
κ2
N∑
m=1
−eξ−αm cosh(2μ1) + cosh(ξ + αm)
sinh(μ1 − αm) sinh(μ1 + αm)
sinh(ξ − αm)
sinh(μ2 − αm) sinh(μ2 + αm)(2sm)
+ ψ
2
κ2
(
1 +
N∑
n=1
e−2ξ + sinh(2αm)− cosh(2μ1)
sinh(μ1 − αm) sinh(μ1 + αm) sm
)
×
×
(
3 +
N∑
n=1
e−2ξ + sinh(2αn)− cosh(2μ2)
sinh(μ2 − αn) sinh(μ2 + αn) sn
))
+. (6.25)
Expressing Gaudin Bethe vectors by using creation operators is in accordance with the results in 
the rational case [12]. There the creation operator was introduced (cf. formula (6.32) in [12]), but 
here it is necessary to define the family of operators
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(
N∑
m=1
sinh(ξ − αm) S−m
sinh(μ− αm) sinh(μ + αm) +
ψ
κ
((−1 + 2K)
+
N∑
m=1
e−2ξ + sinh(2αm)− cosh(2μ)
sinh(μ − αm) sinh(μ + αm) S
3
m
)
+ e−2ξ ψ
2
κ2
N∑
m=1
cosh(ξ + αm)− eξ−αm cosh(2μ)
sinh(μ − αm) sinh(μ+ αm) S
+
m
)
,
(6.26)
for any natural number K . Thus the Bethe vectors (6.20) and (6.25) can be expressed as
ϕ1(μ) = c1(μ)+ and ϕ2(μ1,μ2) = c1(μ1)c2(μ2)+. (6.27)
Although in general the operators (6.26) do not commute, it is straightforward to check that the 
Bethe vector ϕ2(μ1, μ2) is a symmetric function
ϕ2(μ1,μ2) = c1(μ1)c2(μ2)+ = c1(μ2)c2(μ1)+ = ϕ2(μ2,μ1). (6.28)
It is of interest to study the action of the difference of the transfer matrix t (λ) and the so-called 
Sklyanin determinant  [T (λ)] on the Bethe vector 2(μ1, μ2) using (4.10) and (5.45)(
t (λ) −  [T (λ)]
sinh(2λ)
)
2(μ1,μ2)
=
(
2(λ, {μi}2i=1)− α(λ + η/2) δ̂(λ − η/2)
)
2(μ1,μ2)
+ sinh(η) sinh(2(λ + η))
sinh(λ −μ1) sinh(λ+ μ1 + η)κ sinh(ξ −μ1) F2(μ1;μ2)2(λ,μ2)
+ sinh(η) sinh(2(λ + η))
sinh(λ −μ2) sinh(λ+ μ2 + η)κ sinh(ξ −μ2) F2(μ2;μ1)2(λ,μ1). (6.29)
The off-shell action of the generating function of the Gaudin Hamiltonians on the Bethe vector 
ϕ2(μ1, μ2) is obtained from the equation above using the expansions (6.4) and (6.24) on the left 
hand side and (6.15), (6.24) and (6.17) on the right hand side. Then, by comparing the terms of 
the fourth power in η on both sides of (6.29) we obtain
τ(λ)ϕ2(μ1,μ2) = χ2(λ,μ1,μ2)ϕ2(μ1,μ2)+ 2
κ
sinh(2λ)
sinh(ξ − λ) sinh(ξ + λ) ×
×
(
sinh(ξ − μ1)
sinh(λ− μ1) sinh(λ +μ1)f2(μ1;μ2)ϕ2(λ,μ2)
+ sinh(ξ −μ2)
sinh(λ −μ2) sinh(λ +μ2)f2(μ2;μ1)ϕ2(λ,μ1)
)
.
(6.30)
The two unwanted terms on the right hand side of the equation above are annihilated by the 
following Bethe equations
f2(μ1;μ2) = κ sinh(2μ1)
(
1
sinh(ξ −μ1) −
2 sinh(ξ + μ1)
sinh(μ1 −μ2) sinh(μ1 + μ2)
+ 2 sinh(ξ + μ1)
N∑ sm
sinh(μ1 − αm) sinh(μ1 + αm)
)
= 0, (6.31)m=1
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(
1
sinh(ξ −μ2) −
2 sinh(ξ +μ2)
sinh(μ2 − μ1) sinh(μ2 + μ1)
+2 sinh(ξ +μ2)
N∑
m=1
sm
sinh(μ2 − αm) sinh(μ2 + αm)
)
= 0. (6.32)
In general, we have that the first term in the expansion of the Bethe vector M(μ1, μ2, . . . ,
μM) (5.58) in powers of η is
M(μ1,μ2, . . . ,μM) = ηMϕM(μ1,μ2, . . . ,μM)+O(ηM+1), (6.33)
where M is a natural number and
ϕM(μ1,μ2, . . . ,μM) = c1(μ1)c2(μ2) · · · cM(μM)+, (6.34)
and the operator cK(μK), K = 1, . . . , M , are given in (6.26).
Although the operators cK(μK) do not commute, the Bethe vector of the Gaudin model 
ϕM(μ1, μ2, . . . , μM) is a symmetric function of its arguments, since a straightforward calcu-
lation shows that the operators cK(μ) satisfy the following identity,
cK(μ)cK+1(μ′)− cK(μ′)cK+1(μ) = 0, (6.35)
for K = 1, . . . , M − 1. The action of the generating function τ(λ) (6.5) on the Bethe vector 
ϕM(μ1, μ2, . . . , μM) can be derived as in the two previous cases when M = 1 (6.22) and M = 2
(6.30). In the present case we use the expansions (6.15), (6.17) and (6.33) to obtain
τ(λ)ϕM(μ1,μ2, . . . ,μM) = χM(λ, {μi}Mi=1)ϕM(μ1,μ2, . . . ,μM)
+ 2
κ
sinh(2λ)
sinh(ξ − λ) sinh(ξ + λ)
M∑
i=1
sinh(ξ −μi)
sinh(λ −μi) sinh(λ +μi) ×
× fM(μi; {μj }j =i )ϕM(λ, {μj }j =i ),
(6.36)
where χM(λ, {μi}Mi=1) is given in (6.16) and the unwanted terms on the right hand side of the 
equation above are canceled by the following Bethe equations
fM(μi; {μj }Mj =i ) = κ sinh(2μi)
(
1
sinh(ξ −μi) − 2 sinh(ξ +μi)×
×
M∑
j=2
1
sinh(μi −μj ) sinh(μi +μj )
+ 2 sinh(ξ +μi)
N∑
m=1
sm
sinh(μi − αm) sinh(μi + αm)
)
= 0,
(6.37)
for i = 1, 2, . . .M . As expected, due to our definition of the Bethe vector ϕM(μ1, μ2, . . . , μM)
(6.34), the quasi-classical limit has yielded the above simple formulae for the off-shell action of 
the generating function τ(λ).
An alternative approach to the implementation of the algebraic Bethe ansatz for the trigono-
metric s(2) Gaudin model, with the triangular K-matrix (6.2), is based on the corresponding 
non-unitary classical r-matrix. This study will be reported in [55].
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We have implemented fully the off-shell algebraic Bethe ansatz for the XXZ Heisenberg spin 
chain in the case when both boundary matrices have the upper-triangular form. As opposed to 
the case of the XXX Heisenberg spin chain where the general reflection matrices could be put 
into the upper triangular form without any loss of generality [10,12], here the triangularity of the 
reflection matrices has to be imposed as extra conditions on the respective parameters. A suitable 
realization for the Sklyanin monodromy matrix is obtained as a direct consequence of the identity 
satisfied by the Lax operator. This realization led to the action of the entries of the Sklyanin mon-
odromy matrix on the vector + and consequently to the observation that + is an eigenvector 
of the transfer matrix of the chain.
The essential step of the algebraic Bethe ansatz is the definition of the corresponding Bethe 
vectors. Initially we have obtained the Bethe vectors ˜M(μ1, μ2, . . . , μM), for M = 1, 2, 3, 4, 
by requiring that their scaling limit corresponds to the Bethe vectors of the XXX Heisenberg 
chain. We gave a step by step presentation of the M = 1, 2, 3 Bethe vectors, including the for-
mulae for the action of t (λ), the corresponding eigenvalues and Bethe equations. In this way we 
have exposed the property of these vectors to make the off shell action of the transform matrix 
as simple as possible. We did not present here all the necessary formulae of the Bethe vector 
˜4(μ1, μ2, μ3, μ4), as they are cumbersome. More importantly, they do not admit any compact 
closed form for an arbitrary natural number M. However, we have noticed the identities (C.11)
and (C.12) which enabled the general form of the Bethe vectors for a fixed M . The general form 
of Bethe vectors can be expressed as a sum of a particular one and a linear combination of lower 
order Bethe vectors that correspond to the same eigenvalue (C.13). This is indeed the case with 
Bethe vectors of any order, for details see Appendix C. A careful analysis reveals that there ex-
ists a particular form of the Bethe vector M(μ1, μ2, . . . , μM) which, for an arbitrary natural 
number M , can be defined by the suitable recurrence procedure analogous to the one proposed 
in the case of the XXX Heisenberg chain [12]. Actually, the recurrence relations defining the 
relevant coefficient functions differ only in the multiplicative factors from the respective ones 
in the case of the XXX Heisenberg chain. As expected, the action of t (λ) on the Bethe vector 
M(μ1, μ2, . . . , μM) is again very simple. Actually, the action of the transfer matrix is as simple 
as it could possible be since it almost coincides with the corresponding action in the case when 
the two boundary matrices are diagonal [6,40].
As in the case of the XXX Heisenberg chain [52], the quasi-classical expansion of the linear 
combination of the transfer matrix of the XXZ Heisenberg spin chain and the central element, 
the so-called Sklyanin determinant yields the generating function of the trigonometric Gaudin 
Hamiltonians with boundary terms [55]. Based on this result, and the appropriate definition of 
the corresponding Bethe vectors ϕM(μ1, μ2, . . . , μM), we showed how the quasi-classical limit 
yields the off-shell action of the generating function of the Gaudin Hamiltonians as well as the 
spectrum and the Bethe equations. As opposed to the rational case where the Gaudin Bethe 
vectors were defined by the action of the creation operator [12], here it was necessary to define 
the family of operators. As in the case of the spin chain, the off-shell action of the generating 
function τ(λ) on the Bethe vectors ϕM(μ1, μ2, . . . , μM) is strikingly simple. It is as simple as it 
can be since it practically coincide with the corresponding formula in the case when the boundary 
matrix is diagonal [40].
It would be of interest to establish a relation between Bethe vectors of the Gaudin model and 
solutions to the corresponding generalized Knizhnik–Zamolodchikov equations, along the lines 
it was done in the case when the boundary matrix is diagonal [40], as well as to study possible 
N. Manojlovic´, I. Salom / Nuclear Physics B 923 (2017) 73–106 97relations between Bethe vectors of XXZ chain obtained in the Section 5 and the solutions to the 
boundary quantum Knizhnik–Zamolodchikov equations [70–72].
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Appendix A. Basic definitions
We consider a spin chain with N sites with spin s representations, i.e. a local C2s+1 space at 
each site and the operators
Sαm = 1⊗ · · · ⊗ Sα︸︷︷︸
m
⊗· · · ⊗ 1, (A.1)
with α = +, −, 3 and m = 1, 2, . . . , N . The operators Sα with α = +, −, 3, act in some (spin s) 
representation space C2s+1 with the commutation relations [60,63,66]
[S3, S±] = ±S±, [S+, S−] = sinh(2ηS
3)
sinh(η)
= [2S3]q, (A.2)
with q = eη, and Casimir operator
c2 = q + q
−1
2
[S3]2q +
1
2
(S+S− + S−S+) = q + q
−1
2
[S3]2q +
1
2
[2S3]q + S−S+. (A.3)
In the space C2s+1 these operators admit the following matrix representation
S3 =
2s+1∑
i=1
aiei i , S
+ =
2s+1∑
i=1
biei i+1, S− =
2s+1∑
i=1
biei+1 i and c2 = [s + 1]q [s]q 1,
(A.4)
where
(eij )kl = δi kδj l, ai = s + 1 − i, bi =
√[i]q [2s + 1 − i]q and [x]q = qx − q−x
q − q−1 .
(A.5)
In the particular case of spin 12 representation, one recovers the Pauli matrices
Sα = 1
2
σα = 1
2
(
δα3 2δα+
2δα− −δα3
)
.
Appendix B. Commutation relations
The equation (4.6) yields the exchange relations between the operators A(λ), B(λ), C(λ)
and D̂(λ). The relevant relations are
B(λ)B(μ) = B(μ)B(λ), C(λ)C(μ) = C(μ)C(λ), (B.1)
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sinh(λ −μ) sinh(λ +μ+ η)B(μ)A(λ)
+ sinh(η) sinh(2μ)
sinh(λ −μ) sinh(2μ+ η)B(λ)A(μ)
− sinh(η)
sinh(λ +μ+ η)B(λ)D̂(μ), (B.2)
D̂(λ)B(μ) = sinh(λ −μ + η) sinh(λ +μ+ 2η)
sinh(λ − μ) sinh(λ +μ + η) B(μ)D̂(λ)
− sinh(η) sinh(2(λ + η))
sinh(λ −μ) sinh(2λ+ η)B(λ)D̂(μ)
+ sinh(η) sinh(2μ) sinh(2(λ + η))
sinh(2λ+ η) sinh(2μ + η) sinh(λ +μ + η)B(λ)A(μ), (B.3)
[C(λ),B(μ)] = sinh(η) sinh(2λ) sinh(λ − μ+ η)
sinh(λ −μ) sinh(2λ+ η) sinh(λ+ μ+ η)A(μ)A(λ)
− sinh
2(η) sinh(2λ)
sinh(λ −μ) sinh(2λ+ η) sinh(2μ + η)A(λ)A(μ)
+ sinh(η) sinh(λ +μ)
sinh(λ −μ) sinh(λ+ μ+ η)A(μ)D̂(λ)
− sinh(η) sinh(2λ)
sinh(λ −μ) sinh(2λ+ η)A(λ)D̂(μ)
− sinh
2(η)
sinh(2μ+ η) sinh(λ + μ+ η) D̂(λ)A(μ)
− sinh(η)
sinh(λ +μ+ η) D̂(λ)D̂(μ). (B.4)
For completeness we include the following commutation relations
[A(λ),A(μ)] = sinh(η)
sinh(λ +μ + η) (B(μ)C(λ) −B(λ)C(μ)) (B.5)
[A(λ), D̂(μ)]= sinh(η) sinh(2(μ + η))
sinh(λ −μ) sinh(2μ+ η) (B(λ)C(μ) −B(μ)C(λ)) (B.6)
[D̂(λ), D̂(μ)]= sinh(η) sinh(2(λ + η)) sinh(2(μ + η))
sinh(2λ + η) sinh(2μ+ η) sinh(λ+ μ+ η) (B(λ)C(μ) −B(μ)C(λ))
(B.7)
The implementation of the algebraic Bethe ansatz presented in Section 5 is based on the above 
relations. For convenience, we also include the following three relations which follow from the 
ones above and are essential in the derivation of the off-shell action (5.37) of the transfer matrix 
of the inhomogeneous XXZ chain (5.21) on the Bethe vector ˜2(μ1, μ2) (5.34)
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=
2∏
i=1
sinh(λ +μi) sinh(λ −μi − η)
sinh(λ −μi) sinh(λ +μi + η)α(λ)B(μ1)B(μ2)+
+
2∑
i=1
sinh(η) sinh(2μi)
sinh(2μi + η) sinh(λ− μi)
sinh(μi +μ3−i ) sinh(μi −μ3−i − η)
sinh(μi −μ3−i ) sinh(μi +μ3−i + η) ×
× α(μi)B(λ)B(μ3−i )+
−
2∑
i=1
sinh(η)
sinh(λ + μi + η)
sinh(μi −μ3−i + η) sinh(μi +μ3−i + 2η)
sinh(μi −μ3−i ) sinh(μi +μ3−i + η) ×
× δ̂(μi)B(λ)B(μ3−i )+,
(B.8)
analogously,
D̂(λ)B(μ1)B(μ2)+
=
2∏
i=1
sinh(λ −μi + η) sinh(λ +μi + 2η)
sinh(λ −μi) sinh(λ+ μi + η) δ̂(λ)B(μ1)B(μ2)+
−
2∑
i=1
sinh(η) sinh(2(λ + η))
sinh(2λ + η) sinh(λ −μi)
sinh(μi −μ3−i + η) sinh(μi +μ3−i + 2η)
sinh(μi −μ3−i ) sinh(μ1 +μ3−i + η) ×
× δ̂(μi)B(λ)B(μ3−i )+
+
2∑
i=1
sinh(η) sinh(2μi) sinh(2(λ + η))
sinh(2λ + η) sinh(2μi + η) sinh(λ +μi + η) ×
× sinh(μi +μ3−i ) sinh(μi −μ3−i − η)
sinh(μi −μ3−i ) sinh(μi +μ3−i + η)α(μi)B(λ)B(μ3−i )+,
(B.9)
and finally,
C(λ)B(μ1)B(μ2)+ =
2∑
i=1
(
sinh(η) sinh(2μi) sinh(2λ)
sinh(2λ + η) sinh(2μi + η) sinh(λ +μi + η) ×
× sinh(λ +μ3−i ) sinh(λ − μ3−i − η)
sinh(λ −μ3−i ) sinh(λ + μ3−i + η)
sinh(μi +μ3−i ) sinh(μi − μ3−i − η)
sinh(μi −μ3−i ) sinh(μi + μ3−i + η)α(λ)α(μi)
− sinh(η) sinh(2λ)
sinh(λ − μi) sinh(2λ+ η)
sinh(λ + μ3−i ) sinh(λ −μ3−i − η)
sinh(λ − μ3−i ) sinh(λ +μ3−i + η) ×
× sinh(μi −μ3−i + η) sinh(μi +μ3−i + 2η)
sinh(μi − μ3−i ) sinh(μi + μ3−i + η) α(λ)̂δ(μi)
+ sinh(η) sinh(2μi)
sinh(λ − μi) sinh(2μi + η)
sinh(λ −μ3−i + η) sinh(λ + μ3−i + 2η)
sinh(λ −μ3−i ) sinh(λ +μ3−i + η) ×
× sinh(μi +μ3−i ) sinh(μi −μ3−i − η)
sinh(μi −μ3−i ) sinh(μi +μ3−i + η)α(μi )̂δ(λ)
− sinh(η) sinh(λ− μ3−i + η) sinh(λ +μ3−i + 2η) ×
sinh(λ + μi + η) sinh(λ −μ3−i ) sinh(λ+ μ3−i + η)
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sinh(μi −μ3−i ) sinh(μi +μ3−i + η) δ̂(λ)̂δ(μi)
)
B(μ3−i )+
+
(
sinh2(η) sinh(2μ1) sinh(2μ2) sinh(μ1 +μ2)
sinh(λ −μ1) sinh(λ −μ2) sinh(2μ1 + η) sinh(2μ2 + η) ×
× sinh(λ + μ1) sinh(λ −μ2 + η)+ sinh(λ −μ1) sinh(λ+ μ2 + η)
sinh(λ +μ1 + η) sinh(λ+ μ2 + η) sinh(μ1 +μ2 + η) α(μ1)α(μ2)
− sinh
2(η) sinh(2μ1) sinh(μ1 −μ2 − η)
sinh(λ −μ1) sinh(λ− μ2) sinh(2μ1 + η) sinh(μ1 −μ2) ×
× sinh(λ −μ1) sinh(λ −μ2)+ sinh(λ+ μ1) sinh(λ + μ2 + 2η)
sinh(λ +μ1 + η) sinh(λ +μ2 + η) α(μ1)̂δ(μ2)
− sinh
2(η) sinh(2μ2) sinh(μ2 −μ1 − η)
sinh(λ −μ1) sinh(λ− μ2) sinh(2μ2 + η) sinh(μ2 −μ1) ×
× sinh(λ −μ1) sinh(λ −μ2)+ sinh(λ+ μ1) sinh(λ + μ2 + 2η)
sinh(λ +μ1 + η) sinh(λ +μ2 + η) α(μ2)̂δ(μ1)
− sinh
2(η) sinh(μ1 +μ2 + 2η)
sinh(λ −μ1) sinh(λ− μ2) sinh(μ1 +μ2 + η) ×
× sinh(λ +μ1 + 2η) sinh(−λ +μ2 + η) + sinh(−λ+ μ1) sinh(λ +μ2 + η)
sinh(λ +μ1 + η) sinh(λ + μ2 + η) ×
× δ̂(μ1)̂δ(μ2)
)B(λ)+. (B.10)
Appendix C. Bethe vectors
With the aim of pursuing the general case in this appendix we present the Bethe vector 
˜3(μ1, μ2, μ3), which in the scaling limit corresponds to the corresponding Bethe vector of 
the XXX chain [12],
˜3(μ1,μ2,μ3)
= B(μ1)B(μ2)B(μ3)+ + b˜(1)3 (μ3;μ2,μ1)B(μ1)B(μ2)+ + b˜(1)3 (μ1;μ2,μ3)×
×B(μ2)B(μ3)+ + b˜(1)3 (μ2;μ1,μ3)B(μ1)B(μ3)+ + b˜(2)3 (μ1,μ2;μ3)B(μ3)+
+ b˜(2)3 (μ1,μ3;μ2)B(μ2)+ + b˜(2)3 (μ2,μ3;μ1)B(μ1)+ + b˜(3)3 (μ1,μ2,μ3)+,
(C.1)
where the coefficient functions b˜(1)3 (μ1; μ2, μ3), b˜(2)3 (μ1, μ2; μ3) and b˜(3)3 (μ1, μ2, μ3) are ex-
plicitly given by
b˜
(1)
3 (μ1;μ2,μ3) =
(
−ψ
+
κ+
)( 3∏
i=2
sinh(μ1 +μi) sinh(μ1 −μi − η)
sinh(μ1 −μi) sinh(μ1 +μi + η)
sinh(2μ1)
sinh(2μ1 + η) ×
× cosh(ξ+ −μ1) α(μ1)−
3∏
i=2
sinh(μ1 −μi + η) sinh(μ1 +μi + 2η)
sinh(μ1 −μi) sinh(μ1 +μi + η) ×
× cosh(ξ+ + μ1 + η) δ̂(μ1)
)
, (C.2)
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(2)
3 (μ1,μ2;μ3) =
(
ψ+
κ+
)2( 2∏
i=1
sinh(2μi)
sinh(2μi + η)
sinh(μi + μ3) sinh(μi − μ3 − η)
sinh(μi − μ3) sinh(μi + μ3 + η) ×
× sinh(μ1 + μ2)
sinh(μ1 +μ2 + η) cosh(2ξ
+ −μ1 −μ2 + η) α(μ1)α(μ2)
− sinh(2μ1)
sinh(2μ1 + η)
sinh(μ1 + μ3) sinh(μ1 −μ3 − η)
sinh(μ1 − μ3) sinh(μ1 +μ3 + η) ×
× sinh(μ2 −μ3 + η) sinh(μ2 +μ3 + 2η)
sinh(μ2 −μ3) sinh(μ2 +μ3 + η)
sinh(μ1 −μ2 − η)
sinh(μ1 −μ2) ×
× cosh(2ξ+ − μ1 +μ2 + 2η) α(μ1)̂δ(μ2)
− sinh(2μ2)
sinh(2μ2 + η)
sinh(μ2 + μ3) sinh(μ2 −μ3 − η)
sinh(μ2 − μ3) sinh(μ2 +μ3 + η) ×
× sinh(μ1 −μ3 + η) sinh(μ1 +μ3 + 2η)
sinh(μ1 −μ3) sinh(μ1 +μ3 + η)
sinh(μ2 − μ1 − η)
sinh(μ2 − μ1) ×
× cosh(2ξ+ + μ1 −μ2 + 2η) δ̂(μ1)α(μ2)
+ sinh(μ1 + μ2 + 2η)
sinh(μ1 +μ2 + η)
2∏
i=1
sinh(μi −μ3 + η) sinh(μi + μ3 + 2η)
sinh(μi − μ3) sinh(μi +μ3 + η) ×
× cosh(2ξ+ +μ1 + μ2 + 3η) δ̂(μ1)̂δ(μ2)
)
, (C.3)
and
b˜
(3)
3 (μ1,μ2,μ3) =
(
−ψ
+
κ+
)3⎛⎝ 3∏
i=1
sinh(2μi)
sinh(2μi + η)
3∏
j>i
sinh(μi + μj )
sinh(μi + μj + η) ×
× cosh(3ξ+ − μ1 −μ2 −μ3 + 3η) × α(μ1)α(μ2)α(μ3)
− sinh(μ1 +μ2)
sinh(μ1 + μ2 + η)
2∏
i=1
sinh(2μi)
sinh(2μi + η)
sinh(μi −μ3 − η)
sinh(μi − μ3) ×
× cosh(3ξ+ − μ1 −μ2 +μ3 + 4η) α(μ1)α(μ2)̂δ(μ3)
− sinh(μ1 +μ3)
sinh(μ1 + μ3 + η)
3∏
i=1
i =2
sinh(2μi)
sinh(2μi + η)
sinh(μi −μ2 − η)
sinh(μi −μ2)
× cosh(3ξ+ − μ1 +μ2 −μ3 + 4η) α(μ1)α(μ3)̂δ(μ2)− sinh(μ2 +μ3)
sinh(μ2 +μ3 + η) ×
×
3∏
i=2
sinh(2μi)
sinh(2μi + η)
sinh(μi −μ1 − η)
sinh(μi −μ1) ×
× cosh(3ξ+ + μ1 −μ2 −μ3 + 4η)α(μ2)α(μ3)̂δ(μ1)
+ sinh(2μ1)
sinh(2μ1 + η)
3∏ sinh(μ1 − μi − η)
sinh(μ1 − μi)
sinh(μ2 +μ3 + 2η)
sinh(μ2 +μ3 + η)i=2
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+ sinh(2μ2)
sinh(2μ2 + η)
3∏
i=1
i =2
sinh(μ2 −μi − η)
sinh(μ2 −μi)
sinh(μ1 + μ3 + 2η)
sinh(μ1 +μ3 + η) ×
× cosh(3ξ+ +μ1 − μ2 +μ3 + 5η) α(μ2)̂δ(μ1)̂δ(μ3)
+ sinh(2μ3)
sinh(2μ3 + η)
2∏
i=1
sinh(μ3 −μi − η)
sinh(μ3 − μi)
sinh(μ1 +μ2 + 2η)
sinh(μ1 +μ2 + η) ×
× cosh(3ξ+ +μ1 + μ2 −μ3 + 5η) α(μ3)̂δ(μ1)̂δ(μ2)
−
3∏
i=1
3∏
j>i
sinh(μi +μj + 2η)
sinh(μi +μj + η) cosh(3ξ
+ +μ1 +μ2 + μ3 + 6η) δ̂(μ1)̂δ(μ2)̂δ(μ3)
⎞⎠ .
(C.4)
The action of t (λ) (5.21) on ˜3(μ1, μ2, μ3), obtained by a straightforward calculations using 
evident generalization of the formulas (B.8), (B.9) and (B.10) and subsequent rearranging of 
terms, is give by
t (λ)˜3(μ1,μ2,μ3) = 3(λ, {μi})˜3(μ1,μ2,μ3)+
3∑
i=1
sinh(η) sinh(2(λ + η))
sinh(λ− μi) sinh(λ +μi + η) ×
× κ+ sinh(ξ+ −μi) F3(μi; {μj }j =i ) ˜3(λ, {μj }j =i ),
(C.5)
where the eigenvalue 3(λ, {μi}) is given in (5.55) and the function F3(μi; {μj }j =i ) in (5.56).
With the aim of adding some extra terms, multiplied by some arbitrary coefficients and in this 
sense generalizing ˜3(μ1, μ2, μ3) in such a way that the action of t (λ) (C.5) is preserved, we 
observe the following six identities. The first three identities, which are straightforward general-
ization of the identities (5.41) and (5.42) relevant in the M = 2 case, are given by
2(λ, {μj }3j =i )−3(λ, {μj }3j=1) = κ+ sinh(ξ+ − λ)
sinh(η) sinh(2(λ + η))
sinh(λ − μi) sinh(λ +μi + η) ×
× F3(λ; {μj }3j =i ), (C.6)
here i = 1, 2, 3 and the other three identities, which are generalization of the identity (5.43) in 
the M = 2 case, are
F3(μj ; {μk}3k =j ) F2(μi; {μk}3k =i,j )− F3(μi; {μk}3k =i ) F3(μj ;λ, {μk}3k =i,j )
sinh(λ −μi) sinh(λ +μi + η) +
+ F3(μi; {μk}
3
k =i ) F2(μj ; {μk}3k =i,j )− F3(μj ; {μk}3k =j ) F3(μi;λ, {μk}3k =i,j )
sinh(λ −μj ) sinh(λ+ μj + η) = 0,
(C.7)
here i < j , i = 1, 2, and j = 2, 3. Therefore the general form of the Bethe vector
˜3(μ1, μ2, μ3, C1, C2, C3) is given by
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+
κ+
×
3∑
i=1
sinh(ξ+ − μi)F3(μi; {μj }j =i )˜2({μj }j =i ,C1,C2),
(C.8)
where C3 does not depend on {μi}3i=1 and ˜2(λ, μi, C1, C2) is given in (5.44). Due to (C.5) and 
the above identities (C.6)–(C.7) it is straightforward to check that the off-shell action of transfer 
matrix t (λ) on ˜3(μ1, μ2, μ3, C1, C2, C3) is
t (λ)˜3(μ1,μ2,μ3,C1,C2,C3)
= 3(λ, {μi})3(μ1,μ2,μ3,C1,C2,C3)+
3∑
i=1
sinh(η) sinh(2(λ + η))
sinh(λ− μi) sinh(λ +μi + η) ×
× κ+ sinh(ξ+ −μi) F3(μi; {μj }j =i ) 3(λ, {μj }j =i ,C1,C2,C3).
(C.9)
By setting C1 = 1 − 2e
2η − 2e4η − e6η
1 − e6η , C2 = − tanh(η) and C3 = 1 in (C.8) we obtain the cor-
responding Bethe vector 3(μ1, μ2, μ3) (5.50), i.e.
3(μ1,μ2,μ3) = ˜3(μ1,μ2,μ3,C1 = 1 − 2e
2η − 2e4η − e6η
1 − e6η ,C2 = − tanh(η),C3 = 1).
(C.10)
Although it would be natural to continue this approach and present here the Bethe vec-
tor ˜4(μ1, μ2, μ3, μ4), which in the scaling limit corresponds to the Bethe vector of the 
XXX chain [12], it turns out that the expressions for the coefficients functions b˜(i)4 (μ1, . . . , μi;
μi+1, . . . , μ4) are cumbersome, not admitting any compact form. For this reason we have de-
cided not present them here.
Indeed, the main obstacle in this approach is the lack of the closed form for the coefficients 
functions b˜(i)M (μ1, . . . , μi; μi+1, . . . , μM) of the Bethe vector ˜M(μ1, . . . , μM), whose scaling 
limit corresponds to the Bethe vector of the XXX chain, for an arbitrary natural number M . All 
the necessary identities are know, the M identities of the first type
M−1(λ, {μj }Mj =i )−M(λ, {μj }Mj=1)
= κ+ sinh(ξ+ − λ) sinh(η) sinh(2(λ + η))
sinh(λ− μi) sinh(λ +μi + η)FM(λ; {μj }
M
j =i ), (C.11)
here i = 1, . . . , M and the M(M−1)2 identities of the second type
FM(μj ; {μk}Mk =j ) FM−1(μi; {μk}Mk =i,j )− FM(μi; {μk}Mk =i ) FM(μj ;λ, {μk}Mk =i,j )
sinh(λ −μi) sinh(λ +μi + η) +
+ FM(μi; {μk}
M
k =i ) FM−1(μj ; {μk}Mk =i,j ) − FM(μj ; {μk}Mk =j ) FM(μi;λ, {μk}Mk =i,j )
sinh(λ −μj ) sinh(λ+ μj + η) = 0,
(C.12)
here i < j , i = 1, 2, . . . , M −1, and j = 2, 3, . . . , M . The most general form of the Bethe vector, 
for an arbitrary positive integer M , is given as a sum of a particular vector and a linear combina-
tion of lower order Bethe vectors that correspond to the same eigenvalue
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= ˜M(μ1, . . . ,μM)+CM ψ
+
κ+
M∑
i=1
sinh(ξ+ −μi)FM(μi; {μj }Mj =i ) ×
× ˜M−1({μj }Mj =i , {Ck}M−1k=1 ). (C.13)
Unfortunately, this approach cannot be used in general case due to the lack of the closed 
form for the coefficients functions of the Bethe vector ˜M(μ1, . . . , μM). On the other 
hand, as it is evident form the formulae (5.60)–(5.62), the recurrence procedure we propose 
is clearly advantages providing basically the same formulae, up to the multiplicative fac-
tors, like in the case of the XXX Heisenberg spin chain [12], for the coefficients functions
b
(i)
M (μ1, . . . , μi; μi+1, . . . , μM) of the Bethe vector M(μ1, . . . , μM), besides b(1)M (μ1;
μ2, . . . , μM) which is given explicitly in (5.59).
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